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CDG Cartel Members Execute Two Los Zetas **GRAPHIC**. MEXICO: Actual video footage of 3
cartel members before being beheaded by a new,. Los Zetas members handcuff and club the
man before removing his legs in a very Medieval fashion.. Mexican cartel execute a a taxi driver
who work for rival cartel. Feb 22, 2013. Zetas Behead Members of the Gulf Cartel. Painful
screams in this one. Graphic content! Play Video. Play. Current Time 0:00. Loaded: 0%.
28-4-2013 · The second video is a young woman that is decapitated by the Zetas , who
according to them betrayed them. In the video one can hear someone screaming that.
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23-2-2013 · The following is an additional video that some of you have been writing and asking
for. This is the Zetas execution of 3 Gulfo Los Zetas capturaron a 4 mujeres que confesaron (por
si sirve de algo) trabajar para el Cartel del Golfo, el principal rival de Los Zetas . La ejecucion
tiene lugar a.
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28-4-2013 · The second video is a young woman that is decapitated by the Zetas , who
according to them betrayed them. In the video one can hear someone screaming that.
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Man Brutally Dismembered While Alive and Decapitated by Los Zetas at Miscopy. Videos for the
Awakening World
Feb 22, 2013. Zetas Behead Members of the Gulf Cartel. Painful screams in this one. Graphic
content! Play Video. Play. Current Time 0:00. Loaded: 0%. CDG Cartel Members Execute Two
Los Zetas **GRAPHIC**. Mexican Vigilantes Release Video Of Drug Cartel Members Before
Beheading Them. In Mexico , a man was executed by mexican drug cartel.. we do not know the
reason of his .
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CDG Cartel Members Execute Two Los Zetas **GRAPHIC**. MEXICO: Actual video footage of 3
cartel members before being beheaded by a new,. Los Zetas members handcuff and club the
man before removing his legs in a very Medieval fashion.. Mexican cartel execute a a taxi driver
who work for rival cartel. Feb 22, 2013. Zetas Behead Members of the Gulf Cartel. Painful
screams in this one. Graphic content! Play Video. Play. Current Time 0:00. Loaded: 0%. Nov 12,
2016. The video, issued by the Los Zetas (Spanish for “The Zs”) criminal. One of the men asks a
woman about their ties to a rival gang, the Gulf .
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Otros tambien vieron. Comandante de Los Zetas “El Bebe” es torturado y ejecutado por el CDG;
video de una ejecucion de la guerra entre carteles Mexicanos.
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Jun 3, 2012. In the video, a group of alleged Cartel Del Golfo (CGD) members, driving and
execute two members of the Los Zetas cartel in Ciudad Victoria,. The shooting of security guards
took place at the kilometer 4 of the road betwe . Nov 12, 2016. The story behind this video is that
the young guy was a smuggler for the Zeta drug cartel, he was captured by rivals and before
being executed .
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